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$42.00  

Tax included.  calculated at checkout.

Minimum Qty Discount

Buy 3 + 15% Off

Buy 5 + 20% Off

Buy 10 + 30% Off

If cuddled up evenings and movies are on your list,

then “This is my christmas movie watching shirt” is

a great accompaniment.

Made up of cotton and polyester, this comfortable

sweater is made to last for many Christmases to

come. Lightweight and warm, wear these for any

occasion to make a style statement. 

$50.00

Shipping

PinkColor -

SSize -

United StatesShips From -

1Quantity -
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This product is sure to bring out your fun, frolic and

vibrant attitude. The pink color symbolizes love,

kindness and femininity.

Now, you can find these in different colors. The

fabric stretches with the movement of the body

while retaining the fit. The exclusive print makes the

sweater stand out and gives a premium feel. 

Quality is the foremost and we make sure to use the

most sustainable clothing materials.

Imagine watching your favorite movie in these cosy

sweaters and sipping on hot chocolate, this product

is designed for it. No more pulling up, the sleeve

length is about the right size which makes it

comfortable as well as stylish. 

The Christmas sweater is made with a tough

wearing paint that will age beautifully and is very

durable.

Over the years, we grew concerned about the lack

of fuzzy sweaters for occasions. When we realised

the importance of sweaters for Christmas, we

carefully curated the best pieces.

Thesantaland believes that “ being comfortable and

savvy goes a long way in enjoying festivals to the

fullest”. 



The chic sweater is a must for any event. Whether

you’re an introvert or an extrovert, these sweaters

make way for casual conversations with people.

Pick a color and set out to blow minds!
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Lew Huels

"This Is My Christmas Movies Watching Shirt" Women's Sweater

L
09/15/2020
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1 2  

 

Daryl Eichmann

Perfect. Conform to the photo I took a size above L but the M would have sufficed.

D
09/12/2020

 

Ulices Bergstrom

Nice product, like in the picture, this M is fit for EU M size. Fast shipping, arrived in 11 days. Thanks!!

U
09/07/2020

 

Lester Johnston

"This Is My Christmas Movies Watching Shirt" Women's Sweater

L
09/04/2020

 

Savanna Mante

"This Is My Christmas Movies Watching Shirt" Women's Sweater

S
09/03/2020
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GRUMPY HUSKY Christmas

Sweater

$3 5  $44.9 5

S a n ta la n d

Hilarious UGLY Christmas

Sweaters

 2 reviews
$35

S a n ta la n d

Outdoor Christmas Lights

Projector

 5 reviews
$1 1 0  $19 5

SALE
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"Sitting Santa" Cozy Christmas

Sweater

 12 reviews
$4 2  $5 4

SALE
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